Abstract-Recent work on restorable networks has shown experimentally that one can support 100% restoration with an optimized set of closed cycles of spare capacity while requiring little or no increase in spare capacity relative to a span-restorable mesh network. This is important and unexpected because it implies that future restoration schemes could be as capacity efficient as a mesh network, while being as fast as ring-based networks because there is no real-time work at any nodes other than the two failure nodes. This paper complements the prior work by giving a greater theoretical basis and insight to support the prior results. We are able to show in a bounding-type of argument that the proposed protection cycles ("p-cycles") have as high a restoration efficiency as it is possible to expect for any type of preconfigured pattern, and are categorically superior to preconfigured linear segments or trees. We are also able to show that the capacity efficiency of a fully preconfigured p-cycle network has the same well-known lower bound as that of a span restorable mesh network which is cross-connected on-demand. These results provide a theoretical underpinning for the efficiency of p-cycles and confirmation of the experimental observations.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
OR SEVERAL years, there have been essentially only two approaches to survivable SONET, and more recently, WDM network design: rings and mesh. Rings are very fast (typically 50 ms) and use simple mechanisms but are relatively inefficient in their use of capacity. In the best case, for a perfectly loaded SONET BLSR, 1 the ratio of total spare to working capacity will be 100%. In typical network scenarios, the ratio may be over 200% [3] . Mesh networks can be far more capacity efficient, (typically in the 50%-70% redundancy range), through network-wide sharing of spare capacity, but also typically have longer restoration times because the restoration paths are assembled in real-time only once the failure is known [4] . A worthy goal, not even considered possible for many years, would be to get restoration times down to the 50-ms regime of rings, but without giving up the desired capacity-efficiency of a mesh. A recent line of work studying the idea of preconfiguration of mesh spare capacity [5] - [10] has lead finally to the concept of "p-cycles" [1] which seem to offer just such a desirable combination of attributes. In [1] The authors are with TRLabs and the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB T5K 2P7, Canada (e-mail: dstamate@edm.trlabs.ca; grover@edm.trlabs.ca).
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set of experimental design trials were presented which showed, at least empirically, that optimized sets of p-cycles could support 100% span restorability with very little or no spare capacity requirements beyond that of a theoretically minimal span restorable mesh network. The significance of this to the industry is that it offers a path to achieving the speed of rings with the efficiency of mesh networking. Given the potential importance of this, our objective now is to give theoretical substantiation and understanding of those results. Specifically, we show how optimized p-cycle network designs are related in terms of capacity-efficiency to span restorable mesh networks. Also, we show theoretically that the cycle (used as a p-cycle, not a conventional ring) is categorically the most efficient basic structure for preconfigured restoration. In pursuing these questions, our measure of efficiency is the ratio of working capacity units (or "working links") deriving failure coverage for each unit of spare capacity (or "spare link") consumed. 2 We do this in three steps. First, we derive an upper limit to the number of paths that any (unspecified) pattern or combination of protection structures can provide per spare link consumed. We then consider the same figure of merit for p-cycles, trees, and linear segments and show that only p-cycles match the generalized upper bound. Third, we show that a p-cycle network is in the same class as a span-restorable mesh network in the sense that it shares the same upper bound on achievable capacity efficiency.
II. UPPER BOUND ON THE EFFICIENCY OF ANY PRECONFIGURED PATTERN
For a limiting case imagine a fully connected graph with arbitrarily many nodes and a large amount of spare and working capacity on all spans. The point of these conditions is just to establish a framework in which any potential path contained in a spare capacity pattern can be a useful path for restoration (i.e., there are one or more working links that would need the restoration paths provided). Now, consider a preconfigured pattern of an arbitrary nature which covers nodes. The total spare links used in the pattern can be expressed as (1) where is the number of spans in the pattern incident at node , and is the number of spare links that the pattern has on span at node . Let the number of useful paths that node in the pattern originates be considered in two parts:
where is the number of paths that are originating at that node and protect spans which are in the pattern. is the corresponding number of useful paths for working links on spans which are not in the pattern but whose end nodes are on the pattern, thus deriving protection from the pattern. For a failure which is not on the pattern, node can potentially originate one restoration path for protection of working links on that span for each link which is a part of the pattern and incident at node . Therefore, is (2) where is the number of spans which are incident to node but are not a part of the pattern and the summation yields the number of links in the pattern which are incident to node . For a failure span which lies on in the pattern, node could have at most one outgoing restoration path for each link in the pattern that is not on the failed span. Therefore (3) where is the number of pattern links incident to node excluding those on the failure span . Summing and simplifying the contributions from (2) and (3) give (4) Next, consider that the maximum number of useful paths that can exist in a pattern for a potential span failure is also limited by the end node with smaller surviving access into the preconfigured spare capacity, regardless of the pattern details. That is (5) where is the maximum number of restoration paths available for span , and are span s end nodes, and is the number of preconfigured paths that node can source for span . The operator, being nonlinear, is difficult to carry forward at this stage. We, therefore, accept a loosened upper limit for as the average of and . 3 Taking this approach, we get the following bound for the number of paths that any preconfigured pattern on nodes can provide: (6) is the number of spans in the network. The 1/2 on the summation recognizes that when counting links by summing over the end nodes they are incident to one obtains twice the desired total link count. Next, the summation over and on must be equivalent: the latter takes a failure end-node viewpoint, the former takes a pattern viewpoint, but the number of paths for restoration must be equivalent in either viewpoint. Equation (6) exploits this equivalence to state the bound in terms of as shown. But recognizing the double sum on is just the number of spare links in the pattern, we see that an upper limit to the number of working links that can be restored per spare link consumed is the ratio of (6) and (1), which is .
III. CORRESPONDING BOUNDS FOR TREES, LINEAR SEGMENTS, AND p-CYCLES
Now, consider a of nodes preconfigured in the spare capacity. The number of spare links to form the tree is . By definition, a tree provides at most one path between each pair of its nodes. Moreover, a tree can not provide a restoration path to any span which lies on the tree itself because such a failure creates disconnected residual patterns. Therefore, the greatest number of span failures for which a preconfigured tree could possibly provide a restoration path is the number of spans with both end nodes on the tree but themselves not part of the tree, i.e.,
So a bound on the maximum number of useful paths per spare link used, , is (8) Any purely linear segment is only a special case of trees and by the same reasoning shares the same upper bound. Now, consider a preconfigured cycle of spare capacity (a "p-cycle") with nodes. Fig. 1 shows a p-cycle to assist in this and the next result. The p-cycle is comprised of spare links. To bound the useful paths provided, we consider that a p-cycle can provide restoration for two classes of failure relative to itself. The first is failure of a "straddling" span such as any of the dashed lines in Fig. 1 . In such cases, two useful paths may be provided per unit of capacity of the p-cycle because the cycle is bisected but both arcs of the cycle survive the failure and can serve as restoration paths. The second class of failure is of spans which lie on the p-cycle itself. In this case, the p-cycle can provide one useful path, acting logically similar to a line-switched ring. The maximum number of spans of the first type is
. Another spans (of the cycle itself) obtain the second type of coverage. Therefore, the maximum number of (9) In other words, for each spare link used, a large well-chosen p-cycle can provide restoration for essentially the same number of working links as the entire cycle of which it is part. This is roughly twice the potential for restoration efficiency of trees and is equal to the prior general bound for efficiency of any possible preconfigured pattern.
IV. RELATIONSHIP TO SPAN-RESTORABLE MESH NETWORKS
Our aim now is to show that p-cycles have the same lower bound on the ratio of spare to working capacity (redundancy) as a span-restorable mesh network, namely the well-known lower limit of where is the average span degree of nodes in the network [4] , [11] . 4 With reference to Fig. 1 , we can write that the expected number of working links deriving protection from a p-cycle of nodes in a specific network of nodes in total and network average node degree is (10) where is the probability that a span exists between any two nodes on the p-cycle excluding those already present to form the 4 This bound is based on the assumption of end-node limited restoration where all spans at the node have equal working capacity, say w . Restoration then requires only that each surviving span at the node has w =(d 0 1) spare links, where d is the span degree of the node. For instance, a degree 4 node needs only 33% spare capacity under the bounding conditions. p-cycle. On average in a network of nodes that is stipulated to have degree , it follows that (11) Thus, substituting , dividing by the number of spare links used in the p-cycle, and simplifying, we get the p-cycle efficiency as (12) from which it is easily shown that which proves the result. It also suggests that in optimized design of p-cycle based networks, one expects a tendency toward forming the largest permissible p-cycles, and indeed that if Hamiltonian cycles exist, these may make good p-cycles.
V. SUPPORTING RESULTS
To support and test the theory above, we have delved further into the details of a set of prior results involving optimal p-cycle network designs reported in [1] , where they were initially compared to the corresponding span restorable mesh networks obtained from Herzberg's formulation [12] . As one test of above theory, we obtained the breakdown of individual p-cycles in this set of designs. The theory predicts that in optimal p-cycle designs: a) p-cycles of nodes that provide restoration for more than working links should not exist; b) there should be a significant number of large (high ) p-cycles and; and c) the statistics of actual number of working links for which a p-cycle provides protection should be in general accord with the expected number from (10) and (11) . Data in Table I and Fig. 2 confirm these predictions. Table I is a breakdown of the p-cycle sizes in the five optimized designs, showing a strong tendency to larger p-cycles. This is especially evident when the cycle size is limited in Nets 4 and 5, in which case the optimum designs include very many of the largest possible p-cycles. Fig. 2 is a scatterplot using all p-cycles from all test cases. It plots the theoretical expectation for (the number of working links protected) by a p-cycle of size , in a network with computed from (10) and (11) against the actual of the corresponding individual p-cycle in its complete network design. If the theory were perfect such a plot would be a straight line at 45 . As it is the theory is shown to be a very good estimator of the average case, residual scatter being expected since each individual p-cycle in reality faces different topology and working capacity details that allow it to either exceed or fall below the average expected from (10), (11) . A small bias is noticeable, however, toward out-performing the theoretical estimate. We think this is because the sample population for this plot is the set of all p-cycles chosen by the optimization routine in [1] . Thus, there is tendency for the sample set to be biased toward containing more efficient p-cycles, whereas the estimator equations (10) and (11) pertain on average only to any proposed p-cycle of nodes, not only members of a collectively optimized set of especially efficient p-cycles. Also evident in Fig. 2 is that the individual data points for Nets 1, 2, and 3 are extremely close to the "theory" line while Nets 4 and 5 account for most of the actual scatter that is present. In this regard, we note that Nets 1, 2, and 3 being smaller networks, had no restriction on the permissible size of p-cycles in the design optimization. On the other hand, computational feasibility required limits of 12 and 25 nodes for Nets 4 and 5, respectively. The two regions of vertical scatter and wider general departure from the theory line is attributed to these limitations on the design optimization process for those networks. In many regards, therefore, Fig. 2 is a strong experimental confirmation of the theoretical understanding of the p-cycle concept offered above.
In closing, we think these results may provide helpful theoretical confirmations and insights further supporting industry confidence in the new p-cycle concept. Most significantly, we have a basis for assurance that amongst all possible pattern types for a preconfiguration strategy, p-cycles are at the upper bound and we now know that p-cycle networks are theoretically linked, in terms of equivalent efficiency limits, to span restorable mesh networks.
